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We establish and explore a new connection between quantum information theory and classical statistical
mechanics by studying the problem of qubit losses in 2D topological color codes. We introduce a protocol to
cope with qubit losses, which is based on the identification and removal of a twin qubit from the code, and which
guarantees the recovery of a valid three-colorable and trivalent reconstructed color code. Moreover, we show that
determining the corresponding qubit loss error threshold is equivalent to a new generalized classical percolation
problem. We numerically compute the associated qubit loss thresholds for two families of 2D color code and
find that with p = 0.461 ± 0.005 these are close to satisfying the fundamental limit of 50% as imposed by the
no-cloning theorem. Our findings reveal a new connection between topological color codes and percolation
theory, show high robustness of color codes against qubit loss, and are directly relevant for implementations of
topological quantum error correction in various physical platforms.
Quantum information theory, widely recognised as a pow-
erful paradigm to formulate and address problems in infor-
mation processing beyond the realms of classical physics, has
shown strong cross-connections to different fields, including
atomic, molecular and optical (AMO) physics [1], condensed
matter [2, 3], computer science [4], but also classical statis-
tical mechanics. Exploring the connection between quantum
information and classical statistical physics has proven partic-
ularly fruitful in both directions and revealed deep and un-
expected links. For instance, efficient quantum algorithms
enable estimating partition functions of classical spin sys-
tems [5–14]. In the context of fault-tolerant quantum comput-
ing, topological quantum error correcting (QEC) codes, such
as Kitaev’s surface code [15, 16] and color codes [17, 18],
protect quantum information in two- or higher-dimensional
lattices of qubits. They provide to date, arguably, the most
promising route towards practical fault-tolerant quantum com-
puters [19]. Here, the problem of studying the error robust-
ness of these topological quantum codes can be mapped onto
classical statistical mechanics lattice models [16], opening a
powerful avenue to study fundamental features of the corre-
sponding QEC codes.
For instance, error thresholds and the parameter regimes
where QEC succeeds/fails, are identified with the critical point
and ordered/disordered phases of the classical models, respec-
tively. Depending on the quantum code and error model con-
sidered, different classical models emerge: For computational
errors only, such as uncorrelated bit and phase flips, QEC can
be mapped to a classical 2D random-bond Ising model with
two-body interactions for the toric code [16] and three-body
interactions for the color code [20]. If measurements in the
QEC procedure are also faulty, the QEC problem maps for
the toric code onto a classical 3D random plaquette gauge
model [16, 21] and for color codes onto a 3D lattice gauge
theory, introduced for the first time in Ref. [22].
Qubit loss, caused by actual loss of particles or photons, or
by leakage processes that take the qubit out of the computa-
tional space, is an additional severe error source in many phys-
ical platforms, with some counterstrategies developed [23–
27]. For the surface code affected by qubit losses, correction
of losses is related to a classical bond percolation transition on
a square lattice [28, 29]. For topological color codes, on the
FIG. 1. (a) An excerpt of a hexagonal 2D color code. Physical qubits
are located at the sites (vertices) of the lattice, and each plaquette P
hosts an X and Z-type generator S XP , S
Z
P of the stabiliser group of the
code. Logical (string) operators OG and OR can be deformed by the
action of stabilizers, to evade locations where qubits are lost from the
lattice (white circles): for example, OG is deformed by the generator
A into the lighter green path, whereas the red string OR branches
into an equivalent green and blue string by the action of generators
B and C. For clarity, only qubits on which OG and OR have support,
are shown. Note that the branched red operator belongs to all three
shrunk lattices of plaquettes as shown in panels (b,c,d).
contrary, to date it is an open question (i) how to cope with
qubit losses, (ii) if and to what classical model the problem
of qubit loss correction can be mapped, and (iii) what level of
robustness against losses color codes offer.
In this Letter, we address the problem of qubit losses in
topological color codes by (i) introducing an explicit novel
protocol (algorithm) to correct losses, (ii) establishing a map-
ping of QEC color codes affected by losses onto a novel model
of classical percolation and (iii) exploiting this mapping to
compute the fundamental qubit loss error threshold in color
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2codes associated with our protocol. Our results not only estab-
lish a new connection with classical percolation, but are also
directly relevant for practical QEC and quantum computing,
including with trapped ions [30–34], Rydberg atoms [35–37],
photons [38, 39] and superconductors [40–43].
The color code [17] is a topological QEC code defined by a
stabilizer group S acting on physical qubits placed at the ver-
tices of a trivalent, three-colorable 2D lattice [see Fig. 1(a)].
Associated to each face or plaquette P, two types of genera-
tors of S are defined as S σP =
∏
j∈P σ j, where σ is a Pauli
X or Z operator acting on all qubits j belonging to P. For
any pair of plaquettes P, P′, the corresponding generators S XP
and S ZP′ mutually commute. As the lattice is three-colorable,
one can associate one color c (among R,G, B) to each pla-
quette and hence to each generator such that if two plaquettes
share an edge they will be of different color. Each plaque-
tte will also belong to one shrunk colored sub-lattice like in
Fig. 1(b,c,d) [44]. The code space C, i.e. the Hilbert sub-space
hosting logical states, is the simultaneous +1 eigenstate of all
S σP stabilizers. The number of logical qubits k depends on
the topology of the manifold in which the system is embed-
ded, namely for a surface of Euler characteristic χ one finds
k = 4− 2χ [17]. A special set of operators acting within C are
the logical operators, Tσµ , for µ = 1, . . . , k and σ = X,Z. Their
definition depends on the topology, e.g. for a torus they are
associated with the two nontrivial cycles around it [44, 45].
The protocol for losses – A valid scheme that can correct
for losses, in general, requires (i) detecting the lost qubits;
(ii) re-defining the set of stabilizer generators such that each
of them has support only on qubits not affected by loss; (iii)
checking if the encoded logical quantum states are unaffected
by the losses; (iv) finally removing possible excitations (−1
eigenstates of newly defined stabilizer generators). Assuming
the positions of the losses have been determined (i), we will
now focus on the key steps (ii)-(iii) of the protocol and refer
for details on (iv) to the Supplemental Material [44].
Redefinition of stabilizers – For color codes one main chal-
lenge is (ii) to re-define a modified set of stabilizers respect-
ing the constraint that the resulting modified lattice hosting the
color code remains three-colorable and trivalent. The protocol
we propose to achieve this is as follows: (1) given a detected
lost qubit q0 [depicted as a white circle in Figs. 2(a,b)] we
choose randomly a twin qubit q1 among its three neighboring
qubits. This twin qubit will be sacrificed, i.e. also removed
from the code [Fig. 2(c)]. We refer to the pair of qubits q0
and q1 and the link connecting them as a dimer. Note that the
dimer connects two plaquettes of the same color [plaquettes 1
and 4 in Fig. 2(b)], it is shared by two neighbouring plaque-
ttes of the two complementary colors [plaquettes 2 and 3 in
Fig. 2(b)] and it is connected to four links `2, `3,m2,m3 (two
pairs for each of the complementary two colors), see dashed
lines in Fig. 2(c). (2) The dimer, as well as the two pairs
of links originating from it are removed. Then, to redefine
a valid trivalent and three-colorable lattice, the two pairs of
qubits with links of the same colors as the removed ones are
connected by new links [Fig. 2(c)]. In this way the two plaque-
ttes originally connected by the dimer will merge into a single
larger plaquette, while the two plaquettes that were sharing
the dimer will shrink and have a qubit number reduced by two
[Fig. 2(d)]. Steps (1) and (2) are repeated iteratively for all lost
qubits. The final lattice is guaranteed to be trivalent and three-
colorable, see Fig. 2(e) for an example. The quantum code
reconstruction algorithm is summarised in Fig. 2(g). The va-
lidity of our protocol can be substantiated by computing the
Euler characteristic of the resulting lattice. Before the occur-
rence of a loss, χ = V − E + F where V, E and F denote the
numbers of qubits, links and plaquettes of the lattice. After
(1) and (2), the Euler characteristics remains unchanged, as
χ′ = (V −2)− (E −3) + (F −1) = χ, and so does consequently
the number of encoded logical qubits.
Check of the existence of the logical operators – In order
to understand whether or not a given set of losses affects the
logical quantum information, one has to verify whether the
logical operators remain intact. The support of logical opera-
tors is not unique [44]; thus one can obtain equivalent logical
operators T˜σµ by multiplying an original one, T
σ
µ , by any ele-
ment of S. This equivalence can be used to check if a logical
operator is still defined by considering that it is possible to re-
cover the µ-th logical qubit, if one can find a subset V ⊆ S
such that the modified logical operator
T˜σµ = T
σ
µ
∏
S σP∈V
S σP (1)
does neither have support on losses nor on twin qubits. If that
is not possible, Tσµ is in an undefined state and the encoded
quantum information corrupted.
We consider three ways of checking if logical operators re-
main unaffected by the losses and code reconstruction:
(I) The first one is based on the fact that logical opera-
tors can take the form of non-trivial colored strings spanning
the entire lattice, like, e.g., the green logical operator OG in
Fig. 1(a). If OG is multiplied by the stabilizer of the red pla-
quette A, it is deformed into the string operator with support
on the lighter green path, but it will continue to belong to the
green shrunk lattice [Fig. 1(c)]. Thus, one can ask if it is pos-
sible to find percolating strings in the shrunk lattices that do
not have support on losses nor twin qubits. This is equivalent
to finding a logical operator T˜σµ as a solution of Eq. (1) un-
der the constraint of choosing elements of the subsetV of the
original S only among the stabilizers of the two colors that
are complementary to the color of Tσµ . Note that since one
uses the original group S to find equivalent logical operators,
these strings have support on chains made up by links, which
do not involve losses nor twin qubits and which belong to the
original lattice.
(II) The second way is by considering that the subset V
can be formed also by stabilizers of the same color as Tσµ .
If, e.g., a red logical operator OR [Fig. 1(a)] is multiplied by
stabilizers of two red plaquettes B and C, it will split into a
green and blue string [Fig. 1(b,c,d)]. This string branching
process, not present in the surface code [15, 16], is peculiar to
color codes, allowing a logical operator to take the form of a
string-net [17]. The check for the existence is then translated
into a combined percolation check taking place in the coupled
three shrunk lattices. For, say, the operator OR, the starting
point of such branching [Fig. 1(b)] is a qubit that has a red
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(i) Input: Q = list of detected lost qubits
(ii) Output: Valid color code
for q0 in Q do
L0 ← { ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3 } ⊲ links from q0
c j ← color of link ℓ j
q j ← neighbour of q0 via ℓ j
q1 ← twin qubit randomly chosen
L1 ← {m2,m3 } ⊲ links from q1 of color c j
s j ← qubit connected to q1 via m j
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FIG. 2. (a) Representation of a distance d = 6 color code, on a 4.8.8 lattice, affected by three qubit losses (white circles). This code stores
two logical qubits, with four logical operators defined along green and blue strings that span the lattice and connect opposite borders of the
corresponding colors. Panels (b-d): Protocol to recover from losses in a color code (see also main text). (b) Twin identification. (c) Link
removal and lattice reconstruction. (d) Plaquette redefinition. (e) Reconstructed lattice after loss correction. A logical operator (e.g. the blue
one) that is potentially affected by a loss can be transformed into an equivalent one by multiplication with an operator from S. (f) Removal
of residual excitations (white hollow circles) of re-defined stabilizers by a Pauli corrections (open black circles) on a string of qubits (labelled
1,2,3). (g) Pseudocode summarizing the main steps (b,c) of the loss recovery protocol.
link where a loss or a twin qubit resides and the green and
the blue unaffected links both belong to the original lattice.
Then, the red operator can split up and percolate as a blue and
a green string into the two shrunk lattices [Fig. 1(c,d)]. The
ending point of the branching is required to be a qubit having
all the three unaffected links belonging to the original lattice.
In this way, the blue and green strings can recombine into the
red one that continues its way in the red shrunk lattice.
(III) The third way consists in solving Eq. (1) directly. This
approach allows for the most general equivalent logical op-
erator, as it considers multiplication with elements from the
whole original stabilizer group. Although the number of ele-
ments in S grows exponentially with the number of physical
qubits, one can show that Eq. (1) is a linear system of equa-
tions that can be efficiently solved [44]. Technique (III) de-
fines the fundamental limit pfund for the code as it captures
the most general admissable forms of logical operators cor-
responding to percolating string-nets with in general several
branching and fusing points at which the three coupled shrunk
lattices supporting the string-net are coupled.
The latter two methods (II) and (III) are a generalized
percolation problem that effectively deforms the operator by
branching it into all three shrunk lattices. Before we discuss
the resulting qubit loss error thresholds obtained by these three
ways, it is instructive to briefly contrast our recovery pro-
tocol for color codes with the pioneering protocol for qubit
losses in the surface code [28]. In the latter system, due to
the absence of lattice constraints, two neighbouring plaque-
ttes affected by the loss of a qubit located on the shared link
can directly be fused into one larger plaquette (see [44]) that
will host one new stabilizer with vanishing support on the lost
qubit. Logical operators always remain string-type in nature
and can be deformed so they evade the link corresponding to
the lost qubit. Thus, the qubit loss problem in the surface code
maps onto the bond-percolation problem on a 2D square lat-
tice with associated threshold of 1/2 [46].
Removal of excitations – Returning to the color-code cor-
rection protocol, after steps (ii) and (iii), the new merged
or shrunk X and Z-type generators can show excitations (−1
eigenstates). If needed, these can be annihilated by physically
applying a Pauli correction along a chain of qubits connecting
the three new plaquettes, as shown in Fig. 2(f), or by a cor-
responding Pauli frame update on a software level [47, 48].
This excitation removal, to re-initialize the QEC on the recon-
structed lattice within the code space, does not require a de-
coder, is fully deterministic and iteratively applicable to more
than a single qubit loss [44].
Numerical results – We now study the robustness of color
codes against losses, using the above loss correction protocol.
To this end, we consider 2D color codes of logical distances
d defined on planar 4.8.8 and a 6.6.6 lattices [44]. We gener-
ate random sequences of losses by Monte Carlo simulations,
then reconstruct the lattice according to our protocol, and fi-
nally check (I) if percolating strings exist, (II) if percolating
branched strings exist and (III) if the linear system of Eqs. (1)
admits solutions. In this way we determine the loss tolerance
thresholds and map out the phase diagram which separates
correctable and uncorrectable phases.
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FIG. 3. (a) Loss thresholds for a 4.8.8 lattice computed by checking
percolation for the three logical operators ( ), branching ( ) and
the existence of solutions of Eq. (1) ( ) only for the red logical opera-
tor. Thresholds are plotted as a function of 1/d1/ν, with d the distance
of the code and ν = 4/3. The intercepts of the black lines (marked
with the same symbols as the data) represent the critical threshold
in the thermodynamic limit. (b) Phase diagram at d = 36 showing
the probability to find a logical operator using the three methods ex-
plained in the main text. (c) Fraction of qubits left in the lattice for
each of the three methods as a function of 1/d. For methods (II) and
(III), the fractions approach the fundamental 50% limit.
For the existence check of percolating strings (I) in a code
of distance d, we compute, for each of the three colored
shrunk lattices, the critical fraction of losses p(d) at which,
for the first time, a percolating string-type path ceases to ex-
ist [44]. Percolation theory [46] predicts the critical fraction
p(d) to scale in the limit d → ∞ as p(d) − p∞ ∝ 1/d1/ν with
a scaling exponent ν. Numerically we find ν = 4/3, which is
the value expected from percolation theory [46]. Figure 3(a)
shows p(d) and least-square linear fits whose intercepts for
1/d1/ν → 0 yield the string percolation thresholds pperc for
each of the string-type logical operators of the three differ-
ent colors. We obtain similar results for the 6.6.6 lattice [44].
Red string-type logical operators have a lower threshold as
the structure of the supporting red shrunk lattice is different
from the other two ones. However, if we allow for (II) string
branching, i.e., the red logical operator can split up into a
green and a blue path [as in Fig. 1(a)], and we compute, for
d → ∞, the fraction pbranch at which a logical operator ceases
to exist on the reconstructed coupled three shrunk lattices, we
obtain a value compatible with pperc for the green and blue
operators [red triangles along the dashed line in Fig. 3(a)].
This result indicates that at a loss rate for which a red string-
type operator does no longer percolate on the red shrunk lat-
tice, branching allows the logical operator to evade the non-
percolating red shrunk lattice and continue to propagate and
percolate on the green and blue lattices instead, thereby al-
most doubling its robustness, from pperc ≈ 0.2 to 0.4. Finally,
we apply method (III) that checks the existence of a solution
to Eq. (1). As expected, this yields the highest threshold of
pfund = (0.461 ± 0.005) [Fig. 3(a), dot dashed line, linear fit
of the data with ν = 1]. For a d = 36 lattice (containing origi-
nally 2452 physical qubits), Fig. 3(b) displays the probability
of finding a red logical operator as obtained from the three
methods (I-III). This represents a phase diagram showing the
boundary separating regions of low and high qubit loss rates,
where the logical qubit associated to a logical red operator can
and cannot be recovered.
A natural question is how many qubits are left in the lattice
at the percolation threshold, beyond which the encoded logi-
cal information cannot be fully restored. For our protocol, for
low loss rates p  1, when losses are sparsely distributed over
the lattice, the fraction of remaining qubits is given by 1 − 2p
as for each loss one twin qubit is also removed. However,
for larger p the sets of losses and of twin qubits can have a
non-empty intersection, as, e.g., one of the twin qubits could
correspond also to a loss. Figure 3(c) shows the fraction of
qubits left in the lattice for each of the three methods (I-III)
as a function of 1/d. Notably, when considering methods (II)
and (III), this number approaches 50%, which is the funda-
mental limit as imposed by the no-cloning theorem for the
capacity of a quantum erasure channel [49]. This shows not
only a high intrinsic robustness of color codes against qubit
loss. Importantly, it also underlines the near-optimality of our
recovery protocol, which requires identifying twin qubits and
elimination of dimers to guarantee a valid color code on the
reconstructed lattice, and which is furthermore based on a lo-
cal reconstruction protocol, not taking into account the global
configuration of losses.
Conclusions – In this Letter, we have introduced an op-
erationally defined and efficient protocol to cope with qubit
losses in color codes, which preserves the three-colorability
of the resulting reconstructed 2D lattice. We have established
a new mapping of QEC color codes affected by qubit loss onto
a novel model of classical percolation on coupled lattices. Fi-
nally, by computing the resulting loss error thresholds, we
have shown that color codes in combination with our qubit
loss correction protocol are highly robust against losses, al-
most saturating the fundamental limit set by the no-cloning
theorem. Beyond the scope of this work, the protocol dis-
cussed can be extended to also account for computational and
measurement errors, to investigate the trade-off between qubit
losses and other error sources. Furthermore, we hope that the
cross-connection of the QEC problem with a new generalised
percolation problem will stimulate further research that lever-
ages tools and results from percolation theory to investigate
the robustness of other topological QEC codes and many-body
quantum phases of matter under loss of particles.
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In this supplemental material we present important technical details as well as additional numerical results that are not shown in the main
text, which underline the functioning and effectiveness of the qubit loss recovery algorithm for a variety of 2D color code lattices. Specifically,
we start in Sec. I by providing background information on the 2D lattices and geometries we study numerically, and present in Sec. II schematic
examples of the different methods used to identify equivalent logical operators. In Sec. III we sketch the basic idea of protocol that has been
proposed in Ref. [S1] for the correction of qubit losses in Kitaev’s toric code, in order to highlight in more detail the fundamental differences
with the protocol we introduce in the main text for the color code. In Sec. IV we provide the details of why excitations of the merged and
reduced stabilizers as a result of the lattice reconstruction algorithm are correlated and can be removed deterministically and without the use of
a decoding algorithm. Finally, the algorithm used to compute the qubit loss thresholds is described in more detail in Sec. V and the numerical
results obtained for 2D color codes defined on hexagonal (6.6.6) lattices, as well as for 6.6.6 and 4.8.8. color codes on planar triangular lattices,
are presented and discussed.
I. COLOR CODE AND LATTICES
In this section we provide background information about color codes and about the lattices whose tolerance to qubit loss has
been benchmarked: color codes defined on 4.8.8 and 6.6.6 lattices in their triangular and square versions [Fig. S1].
As described in the main text, color codes [S2] are defined on 2D lattices where qubits are located on the vertices. The under-
lying lattices are necessarily three-colorable and trivalent, so the plaquettes and their edges can be colored with colors c = R,G, B
in such a way that adjacent plaquettes have different colors c, and the color of each edge is complementary to the two colors of
the two plaquettes that share the edge. Instances of regular, translationally invariant lattices are the 4.8.8 lattice [Figs. S1(a,b)],
where plaquettes in the bulk are squares and octagons, and the 6.6.6 lattice [Figs. S1(c,d)], i.e. a honeycomb lattice. Whereas
these are translationally invariant lattices, the qubit loss correction algorithm and associated protocols introduced in the main
text also apply to more general lattices called colexes [S3], which may not have any discrete symmetry.
The code space C where logical qubits are encoded is determined by a set of stabilizer operators defined on the lattice. For
each plaquette P there are two stabilizers: S σP =
∏
j∈P σ j, where σ is a Pauli X or Z operator acting on all the qubits belonging
to a given plaquette. All stabilizer operators mutually commute given that every plaquette contains an even number of qubits
and different plaquettes share two or zero qubits. Thus, the stabilizer group S is generated by the set of independent stabilizer
generators and the code space C is the common +1 eigenspace of all stabilizers.
The topology of the surface where the lattice is embedded uniquely determines the number k of logical qubits in C, indepen-
dently of the system size and the bulk structure of the lattice hosting the code, via k = 4 − 2χ where χ is the Euler characteristic
of the surface. For instance, color codes defined on square lattices like the ones shown in Figs. S1(a,c) encode two logical qubits,
while the color codes on triangular lattices as the ones displayed in Figs. S1(b,d) encode one logical qubit.
In order to define the logical operators (generators) that generate the algebra of the encoded qubits it is convenient to introduce
the concept of a shrunk lattice. A color code has three shrunk lattices, one for each color. For instance, the green shrunk lattice
is obtained by placing a node at the centre of every green plaquette and connecting them through links [Figs. S2(c,h)]. Note that
(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIG. S1. Color code lattices studied for the qubit loss problem. (a) Square 4.8.8. lattice of logical distance d = 6 where the logical generators
can be defined along a blue and a green path traversing the lattice from the left to the right, and from the upper to the lower boundaries,
correspondingly. (b) Triangular 4.8.8. lattice of distance d = 7, with one red path. (c) Square 6.6.6 lattice of distance d = 8 where the red path
has a second level branching due to the action of the plaquettes marked with a grey circle. (d) Triangular 6.6.6. lattice of distance d = 9 where
the green path has a first level branching obtained by combining it with the green plaquette marked with a grey circle.
8FIG. S2. Two instances of a 4.8.8 square color code with distance d = 6 and their shrunk lattices. (a) Square 4.8.8. color code lattice where
blue and green logical operators are defined. The dashed green path has been deformed into the solid green line by the action of the plaquettes
marked in grey. (b) Blue shrunk lattice with borders at the left and right sides of the lattice. The blue path goes from one border to the other.
(c) Green shrunk lattice where borders are at the top and bottom sides of the lattice and the two greeen paths go from one to the other. (d) Red
shrunk lattice. (e-h) A different instance of a square 4.8.8. color code, where the logical operators belong to the blue and red shrunk lattices.
We notice that in both instances in the blue and green shrunk lattices of a 4.8.8 color code, each plaquette is connected to another (or to a
border) by two links, while for the red shrunk lattice each plaquette is connected to another (or to a border) by only one link. The different
structure of the red lattice as compared to the blue and green shrunk lattices is related to a lower threshold for the existence of a logical operator
given by a percolating string [method (I) in the main text)].
every link in the shrunk lattice corresponds to an edge of the original lattice of the same color. In planar codes, every shrunk
lattice has at least two borders. The borders of a shrunk lattice consist of the qubits connected only through one link. For
instance, the blue borders (the borders of the blue shrunk lattice) in Figs. S2(b,f) are the left and the right sides of the lattice.
Borders can also consist of one qubit only. This is the case of the top right qubit in the triangular code of Fig. S1(b) and of the
four corners of the square lattice in Fig. S2(d).
Having the definition of border in mind, we call any set of qubits that goes from one border to the other in the shrunk lattice
of the color c [Fig. S2] a path Qc. All paths have in common that (1) they share an even number of qubits with every plaquette,
that (2) they share zero or an even number of qubits with paths of the same color, and that (3) they share zero or an odd number
of qubits with paths of a different color.
For every encoded qubit µ, we can now introduce a logical generator Tσµ defined on a path Qc as T
σ
µ =
∏
i∈Qc σi for σ = X,Z.
Logical operators do not belong to S but commute with the stabilizers because of (1) and they satisfy the required commutation
and anticommutation relations among each other thanks to properties (2) and (3).
Importantly, two logical operators are equivalent if they differ by any element of the stabilizer S, i.e., if there exists a subset
V ⊆ S of stabilizer operators such that
T˜σµ = T
σ
µ
∏
S∈V
S . (S1)
Equivalent logical operators satisfy the same (anti)commutation relations and have the same effect on the encoded data, but they
have support on different sets of physical qubits Q˜c. In particular, if a qubit i is in Qc and a σ-stabilizer operator S σP has support
also on i, then T˜σµ = T
σ
µ S
σ
P will not have support on i given that for Pauli operators σ
2 is the identity.
In deforming a path Qc of a given color c, two general cases are found by choosing differentV. IfV is formed by plaquettes
of color c′ , c, the modified qubit set Q˜c will still be a colored path inside the shrunk lattice of the same color c and we say
that Q˜c is a deformation of Qc. For instance, in Fig. S2(a), the green dashed path has been deformed by red and blue plaquettes
9marked with grey circles.
If instead V is made by plaquettes of the same color as c we say that the path Q˜c undergoes branching. For example, a
branched green path splits into a red and a blue string, which belong to their respective shrunk lattices. We call that a first level
of branching [see Fig. S1(d)]. In the same way, red and blue strings can branch again, like in Fig. S1(c), where the red string
branches into a green and a blue string, and we call this a second level of branching. This freedom in choosingV has been used
in the protocols described in the main text for finding a modified T˜σµ that does not have support on lost and twin qubits.
II. EXISTENCE CHECKS FOR EQUIVALENT LOGICAL OPERATORS
In this section we provide details about the three ways (I), (II) and (III) described in the main text to find a modified logical
operator T˜σµ by Eq. (S1) such that it does not have support on the set M of lost and twin qubits. We notice first that multiplying
Tσµ by stabilizers S
σ′
P of the other type σ
′ , σ is of no help for avoiding missing qubits. Therefore, it suffices to consider only the
multiplication with stabilizers of the same type. In this way we can simply consider the path Qc that defines the logical operator
Tσµ and conclude that T
σ
µ is still defined if there exists a set of plaquettes { P j } such that the modified path Q˜c obtained by
Q˜c = Qc
⊕
j
P j (S2)
does not include any missing qubits. The symbol ⊕ denotes the symmetric difference, that is defined as A⊕B := (A∪B)\ (A∩B)
on sets A and B. It is introduced because, for σ Pauli operators, σ2 is the identity and thus it ensures that Q˜c does not contain
qubits that appear an even number of times in the collection {Qc, P j }.
In Sec. I, we have seen that deformation and branching are the two strategies that paths have in order to avoid missing qubits.
For instance, in Fig. S3(d), the red path is deformed to avoid the two losses that fall on it, while in Fig. S3(c), the blue path must
FIG. S3. Square 6.6.6. lattice undergoing the loss of the qubits marked by white circles. (a) In this particular example, for each qubit that is
lost, a twin qubit marked by a yellow circle is chosen and also removed from the lattice. The dashed red and blue paths contain missing qubits,
so the red path can be deformed into the solid red line and the blue can undergo branching to avoid the missing qubits. (b) Reconstructed
lattice obtained with the protocol described in the main text. (c) Blue shrunk lattice. One can check that there is no blue path that goes from
one border to the other without touching a missing qubit, which means that the blue shrunk lattice does not percolate. However, a blue logical
operator manages to reach the other border by branching into the red and green shrunk lattices, and thereby without visiting any of the missing
qubits (losses and twin qubits). (d) Red shrunk lattice where the red dashed path contains two missing qubits, but it can be deformed into the
red solid path, which does not contain any losses or twin qubits. Therefore, for the shown scenario, this red shrunk lattice percolates.
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branch to reach the other border. In order to study the robustness of color codes against losses, these two strategies were studied
in three different methods described in the main text: (I) simple deformation, i.e., when paths of a color c can be deformed only
inside the shrunk lattice of the same color, which is equivalent to a standard percolation check; (II) deformation and simple
branching, i.e., situations in which paths of a color c can be modified by only the first and second level of branching; (III)
searching exhaustively by use of Eq. (S2) also among all higher-level deformations and branching process, and therefore among
all equivalent paths generated by the action of the whole stabilizer group S.
Even though the number of equivalent paths grows exponentially with the number n of plaquettes, the search in (III) can be
efficiently performed by mapping the plaquette sets {P j} and the paths Qc into binary matrices and checking the solvability of a
system of linear equations that we are going to introduce below. To this end, recall that N is the number of physical qubits, n is
the number of independent plaquettes and
• let Qc = (q1, . . . , qN)T be a binary column vector where qi ∈ {0, 1} is chosen such that qi = 1 if the physical qubit i appears
in the path Qc, otherwise qi = 0;
• let P j = (p j 1, . . . , p j N)T be a binary column vector for j = 1, . . . , n with p j i ∈ {0, 1} and p j i = 1 if the physical qubit i
appears in the plaquette P j, otherwise p j i = 0;
• let A be a N × n binary matrix whose j-th column is equal to the column vector P j;
• let M = (m1, . . . ,mN)T be a binary column vector where mi = 1 if the i-th qubit is a lost or a twin qubit, otherwise mi = 0.
The symmetric difference between Qc and P j is then mapped, for the binary vectors, to Qc ⊕ P j where ⊕ stands for sum
modulo 2 and all the operations among binary matrices and vectors will be also performed modulo 2. Solving Eq. (S2) is then
equivalent to finding a row binary vector x such that the binary column Q˜c = Ax ⊕ Qc that represents the modified path Q˜c will
satisfy M ◦ Q˜c = 0, where the symbol ◦ denotes element-wise multiplication. This can be translated into the linear system
(M ◦ A)x = M ◦ Qc (S3)
where the existence of solutions for x can be found efficiently by by standard Gaussian elimination algorithms, for which the
runtime scales as ∼ N3 or less.
III. QUBIT LOSS IN THE KITAEV SURFACE CODE
In this section we briefly summarize main elements of the protocol pioneered in Refs. [S1, S4] to deal with qubit losses in the
Kitaev code [S5]. We recall that in Kitaev’s toric or surface code [Fig. S4(a)] the physical qubits reside on the edges of a lattice,
FIG. S4. Lattice structure of Kitaev’s toric or surface code. (a) Physical qubits (gray circles) reside on the links of a square lattice and the
stabilizers are defined on the plaquettes and vertices. Plaquette stabilizers are product of Pauli Z operators acting on the qubits in the plaquettes
like P and P′ marked in purple. Vertex stabilizers act with Pauli X operators on sets of neighbouring qubits (like V and V ′ marked in yellow).
The Z-type logical operator is defined on the black path going from the left to the right border and the X-type logical operator is defined on
the grey path going from the top to the bottom border. (b) According to the algorithm put forward by Stace et al. [S1], the lattice hosting the
toric/surface code can be reconstructed by merging the plaquettes P, P′ sharing a lost qubit into a super-plaquette P˜ like the one marked in
purple, and modifying the vertex sets V,V ′ into V˜ , V˜ ′ respectively to avoid the lost qubit. The X and Z logical operators are deformed by the
action of the plaquette P and the vertex V respectively to avoid the positions (edges) corresponding to losses.
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the stabilizer group is generated by four-qubit Z-type plaquette (purple) and X-type vertex (yellow) operators and the logical
operators correspond to product of Z (black) and X (gray) operator along non-trivial strings extending across the entire lattice.
Consider the lattice in Fig. S4(b), which is damaged by two losses marked as white circles. For each lost qubit q, which
is shared by two plaquettes P and P′, a new so-called super-plaquette P˜ = P ⊕ P′ that does not contain the lost qubit can be
introduced, instead of P and P′. The symbol ⊕ indicates the symmetric difference between sets A ⊕ B := (A ∪ B) \ (A ∩ B).
Additionally, the two vertex operators [V and V ′ shown in yellow in Fig. S4(a)], originally containing the lost qubit q, shrink
and are converted into three-qubit X-type stabilizers defined on the qubit sets V˜ = V \ q and V˜ ′ = V ′ \ q that do not contain q.
Overall, this defines a complete set of new stabilizers on the damaged lattice.
If a logical operator, like the one depicted in Fig. S4(a) with a solid line, has support on a loss, it can be deformed by the
action of one or more plaquettes [in Fig. S4(b) it is deformed by P] such that it percolates through the entire lattice. In the case
of the grey logical operator, it is deformed by the action of the vertex set V . This procedure will fail if finding a percolating path
is not possible anymore. Note that logical operators never undergo branching in the surface/toric code. Therefore, the boundary
between recoverable and non-recoverable losses is given in this case by the bond percolation threshold on a 2D square lattice,
that is known to be pc = 1/2 [S6].
IV. REMOVAL OF EXCITATIONS AND MODIFIED STABILIZER GROUP
After our algorithm for dealing with losses has been applied and the existence of logical operators has been checked so that
the logical information is not corrupted [steps (i, ii, iii) of the algorithm as outlined in the main text], the code will be in an
undetermined state as it might be affected by excitations (i.e. −1 eigenstates of the newly defined merged or shrunk X and Z-type
stabilizer generators) that need to be removed. In this section, we will show how the excitations affect the stabilizers group S
and what will be new stabilizers S′ after removing them. One example of a reconstructed lattice affected by multiple losses is
depicted in Fig. S3(b). We will describe the case of one single qubit loss, as it is straightforward to generalize it to more than
one lost qubit.
Consider the subset Σ = { BXP , BZP }P=1...4 ⊂ S for the section of the code reported in Fig. S5(a) and, say, the couple lost-
twin qubits is represented by the pair (q0, q1). In order to end up in a valid code space C defined by independent and mutually
commuting stabilizers, we have to build a new set Σ′ that has no support on q0 and q1. Let us define dimer operators Dσ = σq0σq1
with σ = X,Z. Since DX anticommutes with BZ1 and B
Z
4 , its eigenvalue X = ±1 is undetermined and for updating the generator
set we replace BZ1 with the product B
Z
1 B
Z
4 and B
Z
4 with XD
X . In the same way, the operator DZ = Zq0 Zq1 anticommutes with B
X
1
and BX4 , so we replace B
X
1 with the product B
X
1 B
X
4 and B
X
4 with Z D
Z . We can now use the dimer operators DX ,DZ to decouple the
generators from the qubits q0 and q1. To do so, we multiply all the BσP that contain q0 and q1 by σD
σ. The final set of generators
is
Σ = { σDσ, σDσBσ1 Bσ4 , σDσBσ2 , σDσBσ3 , σ = X,Z } (S4)
and corresponds to the lattice reconstructed by the steps (i, ii) as well as the dimer formed by the lost and the twin qubit. This
set of generators Σ will be then split into two disjoint subsets, one containing the two dimer operators { σDσ }, the other Σ′
having support on the remaining qubits of the reconstructed lattice [Fig. S5(b)]. The set Σ′ contains generators that are in an
undetermined state. In order to fix the state of the code, as all the three redefined σ-type generators show correlated excitations,
one has to measure only one generator for each σ and thus detect whether an excitation σ = −1 is present. If it is the case, we
3
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2
4
5
q
0
q
1
1
4
2
3
(a) (b)
FIG. S5. (a) Subset Σ of the stabilizer group S showing four Z and X-stabilizers. The lost qubit q0 is depicted as a white circle and the twin
qubit is q1. (b) After the lattice is reconstructed the plaquettes are in an undefined state and excitations (represented as hollow circles) can
be present and must be removed. One possible correction for bringing the system back into the code space is a product of Pauli operators
acting on the qubits shown as black circles: this string of Pauli operators shares an odd number of qubits with each of the three new plaquettes,
therefore it anticommutes with the associated X/Z stabilizer generators of the complementary type Z/X, respectively.
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then need to remove the excitations by bringing the state back to the code space. For example, if Z = −1, an X-type excitation
will affect the new-defined plaquettes and one possible correction will be the product of X-Pauli operators on the three qubits
as Fig. S5(b) shows. For more than a single loss, this argument can be easily iterated, with several binary unknowns  being
introduced, one for each of removed dimer.
V. ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING THE CRITICAL LOSS RATE AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we explain in more detail the algorithm used to obtain the loss thresholds at finite code distance d and in the
thermodynamic limit d → ∞. We also present the results for the triangular and the 6.6.6 lattices that are not discussed in the
main text. For each of the lattices in Fig. S1, we fix a logical distance d and find the critical loss rate pc(d) at which a logical
operator can no longer be found according to each of the three methods explained in the main text and with more detail in Sec. II
of this Supplemental Material.
We start by drawing a set of losses randomly with a rate p1 = 1/2. Then, we reconstruct the lattice by following the protocol
explained in the main text and after that we check if a logical operator still exists. If it is the case, the process is repeated, but
using a bigger loss rate p2 = p1 + 1/4, otherwise, the loss rate is reduced by the same factor p2 = p1 − 1/4. For each round,
the loss rate is increased (reduced) by half of the previous factor if we can (cannot) find an equivalent logical operator. The
algorithm scales only logarithmically with the number of qubits in the lattice and halts when the number of lost qubits in two
successive rounds does not change anymore. This algorithms gives a distribution f (p, d) of loss rates at which a logical operator
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FIG. S6. (a) Standard deviation ∆(d) of the distribution f (p, d) as a function of 1/d for the blue shrunk lattices of the 4.8.8 and the 6.6.6
lattices. An example of f (p, d) is represented in the inset for d = 20. For both the shrunk lattices, ∆(d) ∝ 1/d1/ν with 1/ν ≈ 3/4. The points are
fitted by the solid lines scaling as 1/d3/4. (b) Critical threshold scaling in the limit d → ∞ for the triangular 4.8.8 and 6.6.6 lattices computed
by solving Eq. (1) of the main text [equivalent to Eq. (S3)]. The values in the thermodynamic limit are represent by point on the vertical axis
and coincide with the ones computed for the corresponding square lattice [See Fig. 3(a) of the main text and Fig. S7].
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FIG. S7. Numerical results for the critical threshold p∞ for the 6.6.6 square lattice. (a) Critical loss rate pc as a function of the lattice distance
d. Circles represent the percolating critical loss rate for the three shrunk lattices (points are fitted by the solid lines scaling as 1/d3/4) while
squares represent the fundamental thresholds from Eq. (1) of the main text for the red shrunk lattice (points are fitted by the solid line scaling
as 1/d). (b) Phase diagram as a function of the loss rate p for a lattice with d = 48 representing the probability of finding a percolating path
(solid line) and a solution of Eq. (1) of the main text (dot-dashed line). (c) Fraction of left qubits as a function of 1/d. Again, squares represent
results obtained from the algebraic method of Eq. (1) and circles are obtained with the percolating method.
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is found for the first time for a given fixed code distance. An example f (p, d) is plotted in the inset of Fig. S6. The distribution
f (p, d) can also be interpreted as the probability that the logical operator ceases to be defined if the rate of losses is increased
from p to p + dp. Finally, we take the mean value of f (p, d) as the critical loss rate pc(d) corresponding to the fixed distance d.
Regarding the methods (I) and (II) described in the main text and in Sec. II, in order to extract the value p∞ of the threshold
for d → ∞, we use a finite-size scaling analysis borrowed from percolation theory [S6]. For p near the critical value p∞,
the correlation length ξ, characterizing the typical size of a path connecting two random plaquettes, is known to diverge as
ξ ∝ |p− p∞|−ν for d → ∞ with an exponent ν that percolation theory predicts to depend only on the dimensionality of the system.
All the quantities showing a scaling law near p∞ are controlled by the ratio d/ξ, i.e. by a scaling variable z = (p − p∞)d1/ν. In
particular, let F(p, d) be the probability that a distance-d code affected by a rate p of losses shows a percolating path. Clearly,
the distribution f (p, d) we computed numerically satisfies f (p, d) = dF/dp.
For d → ∞, F will approach a step function with a discontinuity at p∞ that separates a region (p < p∞) where a logical
operator is always found from another (p > p∞) where it does not exist, while f will become a Dirac delta peaked around p∞.
For sufficiently large, but finite d and for p close enough to p∞, F(p, d) is expected to be a function only of z, i.e.F(p, d) = F(z)
and f (p, d) = d1/νdF(z)/dz. From the last equation, one can see that pc(d), i.e. the mean value of f (p, d), differs from p∞
according to
pc(d) − p∞ ∝ 1d1/ν , (S5)
while the standard deviation of f (p, d) will scale as ∆(d) ∝ d−1/ν. We use these last two equations to compute ν and p∞ and
thereby to determine the thresholds for qubit losses for the color codes when using a deformed or a branched logical operator.
Figure S6(a) shows ∆(d) as a function of 1/d in log-log scale for the blue shrunk lattice of the square 4.8.8 and the 6.6.6 codes.
Similar plots are found for the other colored shrunk lattice. The slope of the curves gives the exponent 1/ν. Interestingly, one
can see that 1/ν for this generalized percolation problem takes the value of 3/4 expected for the standard percolation [S6].
When instead we determine the threshold by solving Eq. (1) of the main text [equivalent to Eq. (S3)], we also use Eq. (S5),
but with an exponent ν = 1 as no natural scaling law and thus critical exponent are expected.
A. Numerical results for the triangular codes and the 6.6.6 lattices
For the 4.8.8 and the 6.6.6 triangular codes, Fig. S6(b) shows the threshold rates obtained by solving Eq. (1) of the main text
[equivalent to Eq. (S3)]. The dot-dashed lines represent fits scaling as p∞ + b/d. For both the lattices, p∞ can be read on the
vertical axis.
Data for the 6.6.6 square lattice are reported in Fig. S7(a) that shows pc(d) as a function of 1/d1/ν computed via the methods
(I) and (III) described in the main text and in Sec. S3. Linear fits whose intercept yield p∞ are also drawn. As for the 4.8.8 lattice
the method (III), the one based on checking whether the system in Eq. (1) of the main text admits solutions, yields a higher
threshold. For a lattice with d = 48, Fig. S7(b) shows the probability of finding a red logical operator by using method (I), i.e.,
simple percolation and method (III). It then represents the phase diagram describing the boundary separating a region where the
qubit associated to the logical red operator can be successfully recovered from a region where it is completely destroyed. For
completeness, Fig. S7(c) shows the fraction of qubits left in the lattice as a function of 1/d. Notably, this number approaches
the limiting value of 50% when considering the solution of system of Eq. (1), demonstrating the high robustness of color codes
against qubit loss.
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